Diesel - ASTM and ISO
Cleanliness Seminar
On why the quality of diesel affects the cost of your fleet maintenance.
With a presentation from Donaldson and speakers from Hydrotex, Staroil Co.

Our Diesel Today
Modern diesel engines and their high pressure fuel systems create a
complicated maintenance reality for today’s fleet. Twenty years ago
fuel quality and filtration was an afterthought.
Today injector failure, coking up dosers, particulate trap regens, and
a host of other fuel related issues are a chief cause of heartburn for
fleets.

Our Goal
This seminar is here to convince you there are solutions to
these problems and it starts by ensuring you have the cleanest,
driest, high performance diesel possible.

Topics of Discussion
What is ASTM and ISO Cleanliness and how do you consistently work at improving
your fuel quality.
Reading a diesel fuel lab analysis and diagnosing a strategy to fix problems.
The effect microscopic dirt and water have on your fleet.
The importance and impact of aggressive filtration and premium diesel additives on
the longterm performance of a hard working fleet.
In depth examination of how filtration works and what causes filters to fail.
Strategies to clean and dry the diesel fuel you use.

Event Features
Lunch provided by the the Columbia-Willamette Clean Cities Coalition.
Complimentary workshop for all fleet managers.

Early registration comes with a complementary ASTM and ISO test. Attendees are highly
encouraged to bring the results of this sample to the class to have a real world example of
their fuel quality and how to improve it.
ASTM and ISO testing of your Diesel provided by Hydrotex, a $200 value.

Limited Seating Available - RSVP Below
LOCATION
Clackamas Community College, Room W108B
29353 S.W. Town Center Loop East
Wilsonville, Oregon 97070
DATE AND TIME
July 11, 2017 from 9:00am to 2:00pm

Please RSVP to Brian Trice at triceb@cwcleancities.org

